Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,

In our current issue, we would like to present an outlook on the expectant future processing of e-paper technology in the first half of 2017.

With kind regards
Your ADKOM Team

Thank you for an outstanding 2016!

Ere products and technic are again a topic of our Newsletter, we herewith would to take the opportunity to thank all of our customers and interesting parties for the amazing, confiding and successful cooperation in 2016.

E-Paper Technology – A perspective of the first half-year 2017

On the occasion of last year's „electronica“ we already could supply first information of prevenient processing of the E-Paper Technology to interesting parties. Now the individual pending innovations have manifested themselves so far, so that we can disclose them to you.

Please contact us for more information and details.

Under the category: „Press Releases“ on our website, you can find further interesting bulletin for this display technology – so just have a visit there!
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